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Welcome to Part 5 of the Stylecraft Cablemagoria Blanket Knit Along designed 
for us by Stuart Hillard. Available in five colourways, the blanket can be made in 
Special Aran, Highland Heathers Aran and Grace.  

We have reached the final part of the KAL, Part 5! 
This part will show you how to do the last panel 
and the joining to compete your cosy cabled 
blanket. Let’s begin!

Part 5 will focus on a Wide Lattice. You will need 
to make 2 panels using stitches C4B, C4L and 
C4R. Don’t worry if you are not familiar with these 
techniques, they are explained in step-by-step 
pictures later.

We have set out at the beginning of Part 5 which 
colour yarn and equipment you will need. We 
always repeat abbreviations at the beginning of 
each pattern. The step-by-step images within the 
pattern have been shown in Ocean, using Special 
Aran. The completed panels in the other four 
colourways are shown at the end of the pattern. 

For general hints and tips please see the Getting 
Ready document which can be found here:

https://www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk/
crochet-and-knit-along/uk/cablemagoria

The 5 different panels when joined together 
create a blanket of the following size depending 
on the yarn you chose:

Special Aran: Approx width 120cm x length 140cm 
(47½in x 55in)

Grace: Approx width 114cm x length 140cm  
(45in x 55in)

Highland Heathers Aran: Approx width 126cm  
x length 140cm (49¾in x 55in)

Enjoy your finished blanket.

 Part 1  –  Cable Twist

 Part 2  –  Triple Nine Stitch Plait

 Part 3  –  Double Staghorn with Simple  
Four Stitch Cables

 Part 4  –  Raised Chain on Reverse  
Stocking Stitch

 Part 5  – Wide Lattice

  To see Part 5 panels in each colourway,  
please see end of pattern.

by Stuart Hillard 

https://www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk/crochet-and-knit-along/uk/cablemagoria
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Yarn Usage

Cinnabar 
Blanket

Ocean  
Blanket

Meadow 
Blanket

Daisy  
Blanket

Monarch 
Blanket

Yarn Special Aran  
100g balls

Special Aran  
100g balls

Special Aran  
100g balls

Grace  
100g balls

Highland Heathers 
Aran 100g balls

Part 5
1854  

French Navy
3 balls

1117  
Royal
3 balls

1064  
Mocha
3 balls

2155  
Storm
2 balls

3743  
Gorse
3 balls

Joining 
Colour

1081  
Saffron
1 ball

1011  
Midnight

1 ball

1004  
Dark Brown

1 ball

1218 
Parchment

1 ball  
(Special Aran)

3747  
Bracken

1 ball

Cablemagoria
Part Five - Wide Lattice & Joining Up

Learn to Cable with Stuart Hillard and Stylecraft

Abbreviations

cm centimetre(s);  g grammes;  in inch(es), K knit;  mm millimetres; P purl; RS right side;  st(s) stitch(es);  
WS wrong side.

You will need…

 1 pair of 5mm (UK 6 - USA 8) knitting needles

 3mm (UK 11 - USA 2/3) or 3.5mm (UK 10/9 - USA 4) crochet hook (depending on your tension)

 Cable needle

Tension  

Special Aran: 
30 sts measure 15cm (6in) over panel on 5mm needles or the size required to give the correct tension. 

Grace:
30 sts measure 14cm (5½in) over panel on 5mm needles or the size required to give the correct tension. 

Highland Heathers Aran:
30 sts measure 15cm (6in) over panel on 5mm needles or the size required to give the correct tension.
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Cablemagoria
Part Five - Wide Lattice & Joining Up

Cable 5, position 2 (from each side edge), make 2

Wide Lattice  

This is a cable classic and very much in the Celtic tradition... there’s more to think about in this final 
instalment, more twists, more turns and your knit and purl stitches change positions as you knit but by 
now the cable needle is your friend, C4B is lingo you understand and the end is in sight!  Keep going!

Pattern  

With 5mm needles cast on 30 sts
Foundation rows:
Row 1 (RS): K1, P2, K2, P8, K4, P8, K2, P2, K1
Row 2: P1, K2, P2, K8, P4, K8, P2, K2, P1
Pattern rows:
Row 3: K1, P2, K2, P8, C4B, P8, K2, P2, K1
Row 4: P1, K2, P2, K8, P4, K8, P2, K2, P1
Row 5: K1, P2 (C4L, P4, C4R) 2 times, P2, K1
Row 6: P1, K4 (P2, K4) 4 times, P1
Row 7: K1, P4 (C4L, C4R, P4) 2 times, K1

Row 8: P1, K6, P4, K8, P4, K6, P1
Row 9: K1, P6, C4B, P8, C4B, P6, K1
Row 10: P1, K6, P4, K8, P4, K6, P1
Row 11: K1, P4 (C4R, C4L, P4) 2 times, K1
Row 12: P1, K4 (P2, K4) 4 times, P1
Row 13: K1, P2 (C4R, P4, C4L)2 times, P2, K1
Row 14: P1, K2, P2, K8, P4, K8, P2, K2, P1

Repeat rows 3–14 until your band measures 
140cm (55in) ending with a WS row.  
Cast off in pattern.

C4B explained… slip next 2 sts onto a cable needle and hold at back of work, Knit next 2 sts then Knit 
the 2 sts from cable needle.

1. Slip 2 sts to cable needle

4. Knit 2 sts from cable needle

2. Hold at the back

5. Finished cable

3. Knit next 2 sts
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Cablemagoria
Part Five - Wide Lattice & Joining Up

C4L explained… slip next 2 sts onto cable needle and hold at front of work, Purl next 2 sts then Knit  
the 2 sts from cable needle.

1. Slip 2 sts to cable needle

4. Knit sts from cable needle 5. Finished cable

2. Hold at front 3. Purl next 2 sts

C4R explained… slip next 2 sts onto a cable needle and hold at back of work, Knit next 2 sts then Purl  
the 2 sts from the cable needle.

1. Slip next 2 sts to cable needle

4. Finished cable

2. Knit next 2 sts 3. Purl sts from cable needle
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Cablemagoria
Part Five - Wide Lattice & Joining Up

Part 5 panel in each colourway

Cinnabar Ocean Meadow Daisy Monarch 

1854 French Navy 1117 Royal 1064 Mocha 2155 Storm 3743 Gorse

Making up your blanket  

Block all of your cable panels by laying clean damp tea-towels over them and leaving overnight.  
Weave in the cast on, cast off and joining ends.  

Use a 3–3.5mm crochet hook and contrast joining yarn. Use small clips to hold the right side edges of 
two bands you wish to join... make sure top and bottom edges are neatly aligned. Work double crochets 
evenly into band 1 and band two to join them.

Work double crochets evenly down both outer sides to complete your blanket. Weave in all ends

Cinnabar  
Blanket

Ocean  
Blanket

Meadow  
Blanket

Daisy  
Blanket

Monarch  
Blanket


